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NAME
MELISSA

DURATION
48 minutes

WRITER
JACKLYN A. LO

TAGLINE
Human life is a gift that
only God can give.

LOGLINE
A biophysicist grounded in
science rediscovers Faith
and beyond when he brings
his dead wife back to life.

SYNOPSIS
TONE
Drama, Horror, Faith,
Supernatural, Mystery

+358 456321163

The year is 2018. Nathan, a talented biophysicist,
making research on the influence of the
electromagnetic field on flora and fauna, lives
happily with his beloved wife in the hidden in
Colorado’s nature house.
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LOCATIONS

That is until the tragic incident cut the life of his
Melissa.

• The USA, Colorado State (
or anywhere with forest,
swamps, and snow)
• A. Seclusive house
• B. Conference facilities
• C. Cemetery

Nathan does not believe in God but trusts the power
of a human being. The regeneration of the dead
mouse he did leads him to an insane decision - to use
the electromagnetic waves to return Melissa to life.

MAIN CHARACTERS
• NATHAN, 32, goodlooking blond
• MELISSA, 34, charming
brunet
MINOR CHARACTERS
• JACK: the brother of
Melissa
• RICHARD: an investor
OTHER MINOR
• MARK: colleague of
Nathan
• MONIKA: a girlfriend of
Melissa
• REGE. mouse
THANKS
FOR YOUR INTEREST!
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The experiment went well and Melissa resurrected,
but she is not the same person as she was before.
Shocked by her change, Nathan comes face to face
with a monster that not only steals babies to satisfy
her hellish needs but encroaches on Nathan's own
life.
Fearing the further consequences of the alive beast,
Nathan makes a hard choice - to destroy the one,
who was in past his darling wife.

ABOUT THE WRITER
Jacklyn A. Lo, the author of the Supernatural novel
REDEMPTION and TV series Redemption, Heaven,
and The Tsar's Choice.
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